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Several concrete examples of hypersurfaces, i.e., submanifolds of codimension 1,
in abstract Wiener space will be given to study how the signs of their Ricci cur-
vatures varies. As a result, it will be concluded that the Ricci curvature is no longer
a geometrical object in contrast with the curvatures of finite dimensional
manifolds.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let (B, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space; B is a real separable Banach
space with norm & }&B , H is a real separable Hilbert space with norm & }&H ,
which is embedded continuously and densely in B, and + is a probability
measure on B such that
|
B
exp[- &1 (z, l)] +(dz)=exp[&&l&2H 2], l # B*,
where ( } , } ) stands for the natural pairing of B and its dual space B*, and
we have used the standard identification of H* and H so that B*/H*=
H/B. For a nondegenerate infinitely differentiable function G: B  Rd in
the sense of the Malliavin calculus and b # Rd, one can define a sub-
manifold M=[G=b] in B [2, 18]. The Ricci curvature of M has been
introduced and investigated by Getzler, Airault, van Biesen, Kazumi, and
Shigekawa [7, 1, 3, 19, 11]. In particular, the Weitzenbo ck formula was
established on M. For Ricci curvatures, see Section 2. In the present paper,
we investigate Ricci curvatures of hypersurfaces [F=a] in B; i.e., we study
the case that d=1. We shall construct examples where the sign of Ricci
curvature can be determined. From the examples we shall observe that the
Ricci curvature of a submanifold of an abstract Wiener space is no longer
a geometrical quantity.
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First we shall study ``elliptic'' hypersurfaces S defined by a quadratic form;
S={ :

k=1
ak ( } , lk) 2=a= ,
where ak>0, k ak<, and [lk]/B* is orthonormal in H. In this case,
we shall show how the sign of Ricci curvature changes as a varies. See
Theorem 3.1 (also see Corollary 3.14 for an application of the theorem).
The example indicates that the Ricci curvature of the hypersurface is not a
geometrical object in contrast with that of a finite dimensional Riemannian
manifold. The difference comes from that the reference measure on the
abstract Wiener space is a Gaussian measure which is not shift-invariant
while so is the Lebesgue measure (cf. Remark 3.12).
Next we shall study hypersurfaces of the form [k=1 ak( } , lk)
r=a],
r # 2N, 4. In this case, for any a>0, there is a set where the positivity
of Ricci curvature breaks down, and if a is sufficiently large, then the
hypersurface is of negative Ricci curvature (Theorem 3.15).
We shall investigate two more hypersurfaces in classical Wiener path
space over R. One is of the form [10 .(z(t)) dt=a], and the other
[10 
1
0 ( |z(t)&z(s)|
2r|t&s| 1+2p:) dt ds=a], where z(t) is the position of
the part z at time t. In both examples, we shall see that the Ricci curvature
is negative if a is sufficiently large. For details, see Section 4.
2. A Review on Ricci Curvature
In this section, we shall give a brief review on the Malliavin calculus and
the Ricci curvature of a hypersurface in an abstract Wiener space. For
details, we refer to [13, 7, 911, 18, 20]. In what follows, let (B, H, +) be
an abstract Wiener space, and, because of the identification B*/H*=
H/B, we shall also use ( } , } ) to denote the inner product of H.
For a real separable Hilbert space K and u # Lp(B; K, +) (#the space of
K-valued Lp-functions), define Tt u by
Tt u(z)=|
B
u(e&tz+- 1&e&2t y) +(dy).
For r0 and p # (1, ), using the gamma transformation given by
(1&L)&r2=
1
1 (r2) |

0
t(r2)&1e&tTt dt,
one defines the Sobolev space Wr, p(K ) by
Wr, p(K )=[(1&L)&r2 u: u # Lp(B; K, +)],
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which is a Banach space equipped with the norm & }&r, p given by
&(1&L)&r2 u&pr, p=B &u&
p
K d+. Put
W, &(K )= ,
1<p<
r0
Wr, p(K ).
The (r, p)-capacity Cr, p is defined as follows; for an open set O/B,
Cr, p(O)=inf[&u&pr, p : u # W
r, p(R) and u1 u-a.e. on O],
and for any A/B,
Cr, p(A)=inf[Cr, p(O): O is open and O#A].
A function u: B  K is said to be Cr, p-quasi-continuous if, for each =>0,
there exists an open set O so that Cr, p(O)<= and the restriction u |B "O is
continuous on B"O. Every u # Wr, p(K ) admits a Cr, p-quasi-continuous
version u~ : u~ is Cr, p-quasi-continuous and u~ =u +-a.e.
Let F # W, &(R). Its k th derivative DkF in the sense of the Malliavin
calculus is an element of W, &(H} k). Suppose that F is nondegenerate;
&DF&&1H # 1p< Lp(+). For any a # R, define a hypersurface S in B by
S=[z # B: F(z)=a].
The above S is defined up to quasi-every equivalence. The space X(S) of
vector fields over S consists of X # W, &(H ) with (X, DF)=0. Follow-
ing Airnault, Van Biesen, and Kazumi and Shigekawa [1, 3, 19, 11], we
define the Ricci curvature of S by
Ric(X, Y)=&
(D2F[X], D2F[Y])
&DF&2H
+
(D2F, XDF)(D2F, YDF)
&DF&4H
&
(D2F, XY)
&DF&2H {$DF+
(D2F, DFDF)
&DF&2H = (2.1)
for X, Y # X(S), where ( } , } ) is also used to denote the inner product of
HH, and D2F[X] is an H-valued Wiener functional given by
(D2F[X], h) =(D2F, Xh).
Throughout the paper, we denote by +S the area measure on S intro-
duced by Airault and Malliavin [2]; +S=&DF&H $a(F ), $a(F ) being the
composition of the Dirac measure $a and the Wiener functional F in the
sense of Watanabe [18, 20]. We also use +~ S to denote the meausure on S
defined by $a(F ) itself; +~ S=$a(F ). The following lemma is easily seen.
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Lemma 2.2. Let F # W , &(R) be nondegenerate, and suppose that D2F
is nonnegative define +S-a.e. Then the Ricci curvature of S=[F=a] enjoys
that, +S-a.e.,
Ric(X, X )&
1
&DF&2H
[&D2F[X]&2H+(D
2F, XX) $DF], (2.3)
Ric(X, X)&
1
&DF&2H {&D2F[X]&2H+(D2F, XX) $DF
+
2(D2F, XX)
&DF&2H
(D2F, DFDF)= . (2.4)
3. Elliptic Hypersurfaces
In this section, we shall study Ricci curvatures of hypersurfaces of the
form [k ak( } , lk) r=a]. Throughout this section, we fix a sequence
a=[ak]k=1 of positive numbers with s(a)#

k=1 ak<, and a sequence
[lk]k=1 of elements of B* with (lk , lm)=$km . Let
m1(a)=sup
k # N
ak .
Choose p # N so that m1(a)=ap , and put
m2(a)= sup
k # N, {p
ak .
Obviously m2(a)m1(a)<s(a). We are now ready to state our first result
on Ricci curvatures in the case where r=2;
Theorem 3.1. Let a=[ak] and [lk]/B* be as above. Set
F(z)={ :

k=1
ak(z, lk) 2, if the sum converges,
0, otherwise.
Then F belongs to W, &(R) and is nondegenerate. Moreover, the Ricci
curvature of S=[F=a], a0, varies as follows:
(a) If as(a), then Ric(X, X)<0 +S -a.e. on P(X ) for any X # X(S),
where P(X )=[z: (X(z), ln){0 for some n # N].
(b) If a>s(a)&m2(a), then there is an X # X(S) such that
Ric(X, X )<0 +S -a.e.
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(c) If a>s(a)&m1(a), then there is an X # X(S) such that
+S(Ric(X, X)<0)>0.
(d) If a<s(a), then there is an X # X(S) such that +S(Ric(X, X)>0)>0
To establish the theorem, we prepare the following.
Lemma 3.2. Let s # 2N. Define G: B  [0, ) by
G(z)={ :

k=1
ak(z, lk) s, if the sum is finite,
0, otherwise.
Then the following assertions hold:
(i) G # W, &(R).
(ii) G is Cr, p-quasi-continuous for every r0 and p # (1, ).
(iii) G is nondegenerate.
(iv) D2G(z): H  H is nonnegative definite except for set of zero
Cr, p- capacity for every r0 and p # (1, ).
(v) The image measure + b G&1 on R admits a density function
g # C(R) with respect to the Lebesgue measure such that g>0 on (0, ).
(vi) Let a # (0, ) and S=[G=a]. Then the measure +~ S=$a(G )
enjoys that
+~ S(( } , lk)=0)=0 for every k # N, (3.3)
and +~ S(&DG&H=0)=0. In particular, +S(A)=0 if and only if +~ S(A)=0.
Proof. Let
Gn(z)= :
n
k=1
ak(z, lk) s, z # B, n # N.
Then Gn # W, &(R), and
D j Gn={s(s&1) } } } (s&j+1) :
n
k=1
ak( } , lk)s&j lk } } }  lk
j-times
, js
0, j>s.
Setting
C(t, p)={(2?)&12 |R |x| tp exp[&|x| 22] dx=
12
, (3.4)
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one has that, for n>m,
&Gn&Gm&L p(B; R , +) :
n
k=m+1
ak &( } , lk) s&L p(B; R , +)=C(s, p) :
n
k=m+1
ak
and
&D jGn(z)&D jGm(z)&2L 2p(B; H} j, +)
(s(s&1) } } } (s&j+1))2 :
n
k=m+1
a2k &( } , lk)
2(s&j )&L p(B; R , +)
=(s(s&1) } } } (s&j+1)) C(2(s&j ), p) :
n
k=m+1
a2k ,
for 1js. Then one can conclude that Gn  G in W r, p(R) for any r0
and p # (1, ) and, hence, that G # W, &(R) and
D j G={(s(s&1) } } } (s&j+1)) :

k=1
ak( } , lk) s&j lk } } }  lk
j-times
, js,
0 j>s.
(3.5)
Thus the assertion (i) holds.
Fix arbitrary r0 and p # (1, ). By the argument similar to that in [5,
Theorem 3.1.3], one obtains a sequence [ON]N=1 of open sets in B and a
subsequence [Gni ] of [Gn] so that Cr, p(ON )  0 as N   and
|Gn i+1&Gn i |2
&1 for iN on B"ON . Since GnGn+1 , this means that
Gn converges except for a set of zero Cr, p-capacity, and the limit function
is Cr, p-quasi-continuous. The assertion (ii) has been verified.
Recall that, for n>m,
&D jGm&D jGn&2H } j=(s(s&1) } } } (s&j+1))
2 :
n
k=m+1
a2k ( } , lk)
2(s&j )
to conclude by the argument, similar to the above, that D jGn converges
except for a set of zero Cr, p-capacity and the limit function is Cr, p -quasi
continuous. Then the assertion (iv) is an immediate consequence of the
expression (3.5) for j=2.
To see the assertion (iii),
&DG&&1H # ,
1p<
Lp(+),
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notice that
&DG(z)&2Hs
2( min
1kp
ak)2 :
p
k=1
(z, lk) 2(s&1) for any p # N.
By the splitting property of the Gaussian measure +, one can easily con-
clude that
\ :
p
k=1
( } , lk) 2(s&1)+
&1
# Lq(B; R, +)
for any q<p(2(s&1)). Thus assertion (iii) has been verified.
We shall see assertion (v). The existence of the density function g of the
image measure + b G&1 follows from (iii) as an application of the Malliavin
calculus [1417, 20].
To see the positivity of g on (0, ), put
g^j (x)=2a(- 2? sa1sj )&1 exp[&|x| 2s(2a2sj )]
pj (x)={g^j (x) x
(1s)&1,
0,
x>0,
x0.
Let gn be the convolution of p1 , ..., pn ; gn=p1 V } } } V pn . Then gn is the den-
sity function of the image measure + b G&1n . We shall claim by induction
that gn(x)>0 and gn is continuous at x for every x # (0, ). Namely,
g1=p1 enjoys the desired properties. Suppose that gn&1 is continuous and
positive on (0, ). The expression
gn(x)=|
x
0
gn&1( y ) pn(x&y ) dy
implies that gn(x)>0 for each x>0. To see the continuity, let
0<a<b<. For axx$b, it holds that
| gn(x$)&gn(x)|
|
x$
x
gn&1( y ) g^n(x$&y)(x$&y)(1s)&1 dy
+|
x
0
gn&1( y ) g^n(x$&y)[(x&y)(1s)&1&(x$&y)(1s)&1] dy
+|
x
0
gn&1(y) | g^n(x$&y)&g^n(x&y)| (x&y)(1s)&1 dy
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s sup
ayb
gn&1( y) sup
0yb&a
g^n( y)(x$&x)1s
+ sup
0yb&a
g^n( y) \|
a2
0
gn&1( y ) dy+ (1&(1s))(a2)(1s)&2 (x$&x)
+s sup
a2yb
gn&1( y) sup
0yb&a
g^n( y)[&(x&(a2))1s
+(x$&x)1s&(x$&(a2))1s]
+(a2)(1s)&1 \|
a2
0
gn&1( y ) dy+ sup
| y&y$|x$&x
0y, y$b
| g^n( y)&g^n( y$)|
+s(b&(a2))1s sup
a2yb
gn&1( y) sup
| y&y$|x$&x
0y, y$b&a
| g^n( y )&g^n( y$)|.
Thus gn is continuous at any x>0.
To complete the proof of the positivity of g on (0, ), set G n=G&Gn .
The image measure + b G &1n also possesses a C
 density function g~ n as G
does. Since Gn and G n is independent, one has that, for x>0,
g(x)=|

0
gn( y) g~ n(x&y) dy
|
x
x2
gn( y) g~ n(x&y) dy
inf[gn( y): x2yx] +(G nx2).
This implies that g(x)>0 for x>0, because
+(G n>x2)(2x) E[G n]=(2x) C(s, 1) :

k=n+1
ak  0 as n  ,
where C(t, p) is the constant defined in (3.4).
Finally we shall show (vi). By (3.5), it suffices to show (3.3). To see this,
let Fn=G&an( } , ln) s. Due to the assertion (v), the image measure + b F&1n
possesses a density function fn , which is continuous and positive on (0, ).
By the splitting property of +, one then has that
+~ S( |( } , ln) |<$)=|
$
&$
1
- 2?
e&x 2 2fn(a&anxs) dx.
Letting $ a 0, one comes to (3.3). K
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show the assertions
(a)(d). Since +S (&DF&H=0)=0, because of (2.3) and (2.4), we investigate
the sign of &DF&2H Ric(X, X ) to determine that of Ric(X, X ).
Recalling that $l=( } , l), l # B*, and that $(uv)=u$v&(Du, v) ,
u # W, &(R), v # W, &(H), one can deduce from (3.5) that
DF=2 :

k=1
ak( } , lk) lk , D2F=2 :

k=1
aklk lk ,
(3.6)
$DF=2(F&s(a)).
Plugging these into (2.3), one obtains that
&14 &DF&
2
H Ric(X, X ) :

k=1
ak(X, lk) 2 [ak+a&s(a)] on S, (3.7)
from which the assertion (a) follows immediately.
Choose q # N, {p so that m2(a)=aq , and set
X(z)=aq(z, lq) lp&ap(z, lp) lq .
Then X # X(S ). By (3.5), it holds that
&14 &DF&
2
H Ric(X, X )apa
2
q( } , lq)
2 [ap+a&s(a)]
+aqa2p( } , lp)
2 [aq+a&s(a)], (3.8)
which, in conjunction with (3.3), implies (b).
We shall now see (c). To do this, by (b), we may assume that ap>aq and
s(a)&ap<as(a)&aq . We, moreover, continue to deal with the above X.
Then, by (3.8), one has that
&14 &DF&
2
H Ric(X, X )apa
2
q[ap+a&s(a)]( } , lq)
2
&aqa2p[s(a)&aq&a]( } , lp)
2.
Thus it suffices to show that
+S(( } , lq)2>:( } , lp)2)>0 for any :0. (3.9)
To see this, let Fp, q=F&ap( } , lp) 2&aq( } , lq) 2. By Lemma 3.2, the image
measure + b F&1p, q possesses a density function fp, q , which is continuous and
positive on (0, ). Due to the splitting property of +, one has that
+~ S(( } , lq) 2>:( } , lp) 2)
=|
[(x, y) # R2 : y2>:x2]
1
2?
e&(x 2+y2)2fp, q(a&apx2&aqy2) dx dy>0.
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Applying Lemma 3.2 again, one obtains (3.9).
We finally show (d). By (2.4) and (3.6), one has that
1
4
&DF&2H Ric(X, X )
 :

k=1
ak(X, lk) 2 {&ak&a+s(a)&2 

n=1 a
3
n( } , ln)
2
n=1 a
2
n( } , ln)
2 = on S.
(3.10)
Choose k # N and =>0 so that ak 6 ak+1<s(a)&a, =<s(a)&a&
(ak 6 ak+1). Set
X=ak+1( } , lk+1) lk&ak( } , lk) lk+1.
Then X # X(S) and it follows from (3.10) that
1
4
&DF&2H Ric(X, X )
aka2k+1( } , lk+1)
2 {&ak&a+s(a)&2 

n=1 a
3
n( } , ln)
2
n=1 a
2
n( } , ln)
2 =
+a2kak+1( } , lk)
2 {&ak+1&a+s(a)&2 

n=1 a
3
n( } , ln)
2
n=1 a
2
n( } , ln)
2 = on S.
Hence, by (3.3), it suffices to show
+S \

n=1 a
3
n( } , ln)
2
n=1 a
2
n( } , ln)
2<
=
2+>0. (3.11)
To establish (3.11), choose m # N so that supnm an<=2. Define F =
n>m an( } , ln) 2. By Lemma 3.2(v), the image measure + b F &1 has a
density function f , which is continuous and positive on (0, ). Since
:
n>m
a3n( } , ln)
2
=
2
:
n>m
a2n( } , ln)
2,
due to the splitting property of +, one observes that
+~ S \

n=1 a
3
n( } , ln)
2
n=1 a
2
n( } , ln)
2<
=
2+
+~ S \ :
m
n=1
a3n( } , ln)
2<
=
2
:
m
n=1
a2n( } , ln)
2+
=|
O
f \a& :
m
n=1
anx2n+ 1- 2?m e&|x|
2 2 dx1 } } } dxm>0,
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where
O={x=(x1 , ..., xm) # Rm : :
m
n=1
a3nx
2
n<
=
2
:
m
n=1
a2nx
2
n= .
Thus (3.11) has been verified. The proof of (d) is complete. K
Remark 3.12. It may be interesting to compare our Ricci curvature
with that defined in differential geometry.
To do this, we consider an abstract Wiener space (Rd, Rd, +R d ), where
+R d (dx)=(2?)&d2 exp[&|x| 22] dx. Take an F # C(Rd ) and denote by
{F(x) and {2F(x) the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix of F at
x # Rd, respectively. For X # C (Rd ; Rd ), we use {2F[X] to denote the
Rd-valued function given by ({2F[X])(x)=({2F(x)) X(x), x # Rd.
Suppose that {F(x){0 for any x # Rd. Then the geometrical Ricci cur-
vature Ric
t
of the hypersurface S=[F=a] is given by
Ric
t
(X, Y)=&
({2F[X], {2F[Y]) R d
&{F&2Rd
+
({2F[X], {F) R d ({2F[Y], {F) R d
&{F&4Rd
+
({2F[X], Y) R d
&{F&2Rd {trace {2F&
({2F[{F], {F)R d
&{F&2R d =
for X, Y # C(Rd, Rd ) with ({F, X)R d=({F, Y) R d=0.
See [12, Proposition VII-5.2]. In this case, one has that {F=DF and
$DF=({F, } ) R d&trace {2F. Hence it follows that
Ric(X, Y)&Ric
t
(X, Y )=&
({2F[X], Y) R d
&{F&2Rd
({F, } ) R d .
The difference is due to the integration by parts acting on the density func-
tion of the Gaussian measure, the reference measure of our Ricci curvature.
This kind of involvement of the Gaussian density to the Ricci curvature
also occurs on an infinite dimensional abstract Wiener space (B, H, +).
For example, in the case dealt with in the theorem, the adjoint operator $
on W, &(H) is again a difference of two operators; one is taking a
pairing with z, and the other is taking a trace after differentiation. The
former comes from the Gaussian density of +. As was seen in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, the number a determining the hypersurface S was involved in
Ric(X, X ) through this first operation. In this manner, the density function
of the Gaussian measure + contributes to the sign of the Ricci curvature,
and this contribution makes the sign of the Ricci curvature more negative
as the number a increases.
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We shall apply Theorem 3.1 to spheres associated with a continuous
pre-Hilbert norm on B. Let B be the space of bilinear forms g: B_B  R
such that
(B.1) Dom(g)=B,
(B.2) g is symmetric; g(z, w)=g(w, z), z, w # B,
(B.3) g is positive definite; g(z, z)>0 if z{0,
(B.4) g is continuous; g(z, z)Cg &z&2B , z # B for some Cg<.
For g # B, one can define a continuous linear mapping Tg : B  B* by
(w, Tg z)=g(w, z), w, z # B. (3.13)
Due to Goodman's theorem [13, Theorem 4.6], (B.2), and (B.3), there are
a sequence [*n]n=1 and a CONB [en]

n=1 of H such that *n>0, n # N,
Tgh=n=1 *n(h, en) en , h # H, and 

n=1 *n<. Let a=[*n], and
define
s(g)=s(a), m1(g)=m1(a), m2(g)=m2(a).
Then one obtains the following.
Corollary 3.14. Let g # B and put F(z)=g(z, z), z # B. Then, F is an
element of W, &(R) and nondegenerate. Further, the Ricci curvature of
S=[F=a] varies as follows:
(a) If as(g), then Ric(X, X )<0 +S-a.e. on [X{0] for any
X # X(S).
(b) If a>s(g)&m2(g), then there is an X # X(S) such that
Ric(X, X )<0 +S -a.e.
(c) If a>s(g)&m1(g), then there is an X # X(S) such that
+S(Ric(X, X)<0)>0.
(d) If a<s(g), then there is an X # X(S) such that
+S(Ric(X, X)>0)>0.
Proof. Let [en]n=1 be a CONB of H as above. Since Tg(B)/B* and
*n>0, en=Tgen*n # B*. For N # N, define PN : B  B by
PNz= :
N
n=1
(z, en) en .
According to Ito^ and Nishio's theorem [8], PNz  z in B for +-a.e. z # B.
Hence, by (B.4) and (3.13), it holds that
g(z, z)= lim
N  
g(PNz, PNz)= lim
N  
:
N
n=1
*n(z, en) 2= :

n=1
*n(z, en)2
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for +-a.e. z # B. Thus g( } , } ) is a continuous version of n=1 *n( } , en)
2 #
W, &(R). Now apply Theorem 3.1 to complete the proof. K
In the remainder of the section, we study Ricci curvatures in the case
where r>2.
Theorem 3.15. Let a=[ak] and [lk]/B* be as prescribed before
Theorem 3.1, fix a positive even integer r with r4, and define
F(z)={ :

k=1
ak(z, lk)r, if the sum converges,
0, otherwise.
Then F belongs to W, &(R) and is nondegenerate. Furthermore, the Ricci
curvature of S=[F=a] enjoys the following:
(a) If as(a)(r&1)r2, then Ric(X, X )<0 +S-a.e. on P(X ) for any
X # X(S ), where P(X ) is the set defined in Theorem 3.1(ii)(a).
(b) If a>0, then +S(Ric(X, X )<0)>0 for any X # X(S) with
+S(S"P(X ))=0.
It should be mentioned that there are many X # X(S) satisfying the
property described in the assertion (b). Namely, for i{j # N, set
X=ai( } , li ) r&1 lj&aj ( } , lj ) r&1 li . Due to the precise expression of DF
given in the proof of the theorem, one shall see that X # X(S). Moreover,
by (3.3), +S (S"P(X ))=0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, F # W, &(R) and is nondegenerate. We shall
show the assertion (a). It follows from (3.5) that
DF=r :

k=1
ak( } , lk)r&1 lk , D2F=r(r&1) :

k=1
ak( } , lk) r&2 lk lk ,
$DF=r :

k=1
ak( } , lk)r&r(r&1) :

k=1
ak( } , lk) r&2.
Then, by (2.3), one has
&[r(r&1)]&2 &DF&2H Ric(X, X )
 :

k=1
ak( } , lk) r&2 (X, lk) 2 {ak( } , lk) r&2+ ar&1& :

n=1
an( } , ln)r&2= .
(3.16)
Since
:

n=1
an( } , ln) r&2s(a)2r \ :

n=1
an( } , ln) r+
(r&2)r
,
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one has that
&[r(r&1)]&2 Ric(X, X)
 :

k=1
ak( } , lk) r&2 (X, lk)2 {ak( } , lk)r&2+ ar&1&s(a)2r a1&(2r)=
(3.17)
uS -a.e. on S. By (3.3), we see that the assertion (a) holds.
We shall now show (b). Because of (3.16) and Lemma 3.2 (vi), it suffices
to show that
+~ S \ ar&1& :

n=1
an( } , ln) r&2>0+>0. (3.18)
To see this, choose m # N and 0<=<a so that
a
r&1
&a2rm a
1&(2r)>0,
a
r&1
&a2rm a
1&(2r)&s(a)2r =1&(2r)>0.
Set
A= [z: am(z, lm)r>a&=].
Then, in repetition of the argument used to prove (3.3), one can show that
+~ S (A=)>0. (3.19)
Observe that, for z # A= & S,
:

n=1
an(z, ln) r&2am \ Fam+
(r&2)r
+\ :n{m an+
2r
\ :n{m ak(z, ln)
r+
1&(2r)
a2rm a
1&(2r)+s(a)2r =1&(2r).
In conjunction with (3.19), this implies (3.18). K
4. Hypersurfaces in the Classical Wiener Space
In this section, we consider hypersurfaces in the classical Wiener space
over R: let
B=[z: [0, 1]  R: z is continuous and z(0)=0]
H=[h # B: h is absolutely continuous and its derivative h4 # L2([0, 1]; R)]
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and + be the Wiener measure on B. The Banach norm on B is the one of
uniform convergence on [0, 1], and the inner product ( } , } ) on H is given
by (h, k) =10 h4 (t) k4 (t) dt. We use C

b (R) to denote the space of C
 func-
tions  such that &(k)&<, where (k) is the k th derivative and
&f&=supx # R | f (x)|.
Our first goal will be the following.
Theorem 4.1. Consider bk0, 1kn, and  # C b (R) satisfying that
b1>0, 0, and infx # R "(x)>&2b1 . Define .(x)=nk=1 bkx
2k+(x),
and
F(z)=|
1
0
.(z(t)) dt, z # B.
Then F belongs to W, &(R) and is nondegenerate. Further, if a is large so
that
2a&b&121 &$& a
12&2 :
n
k=1
(2k&1) b1kk (ka)
1&(1k)
&"&
2
, (4.2)
then the Ricci curvature of S=[F=a] is negative; Ric(X, X )<0 +S-a.e. on
P(X )#[X[t]{0 for some t # [0, 1]] for every X # X(S), where X[t]
stands for a Wiener functional with values in R given by X[t](z)=(X(z))(t),
the position of X(z) # H at time t.
Proof. It is elementary to see that F # W , &(R).
To see the nondegeneracy, consider the vector fields V0 and V1 on R2=
R_R given by V1(x, ')=x and V0(x, ')=.(x)(') for (x, ') # R2.
Let X(t)=(x(t), '(t)) be the unique solution to the stochastic differential
equation
dX(t)=V1(X(t)) b dz(t)+V0(Xt) dt
with initial condition X(0)=(0, 0) # R2 and denote by A(T ) its Malliavin
covariance matrix,
A(t)=\(D(x(T )), D(x(T)))(D(x(T )), D('(T)))
(D(x(T )), D('(T)))
(D('(T )), D('(T)))+ .
Since ."2b1+">0 and
[V1 , V0](x, ')=.$(x)

'
, [V1 , [V1 , V0],](x, ')=."(x)

'
,
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one has that Lie(V1 , [V1 , V0])(x, ')=R2 for any (x, ') # R2. Then, applying
the estimation due to Kusuoka and Stroock [14, 15], one can show that
[det A(T )]&1 # ,
p # (1, )
Lp(B; R, +).
Namely, due to the speciality of our vector fields V0 and V1 , we are free
from the boundedness assumption on the first derivatives of vector fields
governing the SDE, which assumption was made in [14, 15].
Note that x(1)=z(1) and '(1)=F to obtain that
det A(1)=&DF&2H&(DF, l1)
2&DF&2H .
Thus F is nondegenerate.
We shall next see that the Ricci curvature is negative if a>0 satisfies (4.2).
To do this, define lt # B* by (z, lt)=z(t), z # B. Then, it is easily seen that
DF(z)=|
1
0
.$(z(t)) lt dt, D2F(z)=|
1
0
."(z(t)) lt lt dt, (4.3)
$DF(z)=|
1
0
.$(z(t)) z(t) dt&|
1
0
."(z(t)) t dt. (4.4)
Since ."2b1+inf >0, (4.3) implies that D2F(z) is nonnegative definite
for any z # B. Hence, by (2.3), to see the negativeness of the Ricci cur-
vature, it suffices to show that
$DF0, +S-a.e., (4.5)
&D2F[X]&2H>0, +S-a.e. on P(X ). (4.6)
We shall first show (4.5). Observe that
.$(x) x= :
n
k=1
2kbk x2k+$(x) x
2.(x)&&$& (.(x)b1)12
."(x) :
n
k=1
2k(2k&1) bk(.(x)bk)(2k&2)(2k)+&"& .
Applying Minkowski's inequality after plugging these into (4.4), one
obtains that
$DF2F&b&121 &$& F
12
& :
n
k=1
2k(2k&1) b1kk F
1&(1k) \|
1
0
tk dt+
1k
&
1
2
&"& ,
which implies (4.5).
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To see (4.6), define T : B  H by
(Tz)(t)=|
t
0
|
1
s
z(u) du ds=|
1
0
z(s) t 7 s ds, t # [0, 1].
It then holds that
|
1
0
z(t) h(t) dt=(Tz, h), z # B, h # H. (4.7)
If one sets wX(t)=."(z(t)) X[t], then wX # B. Due to (4.7), one has that
&D2F[X]&2H=|
1
0
wX(t)(TwX )(t) dt=&TwX &2H ,
which means that &D2F[X]&H=0 if and only if TwX=0. Note that
Ker(T)=[0], and remember that ."2b1+inf >0 to conclude that
TwX=0 if and only if X[t]=0 for any t # [0, 1]. Thus (4.6) has been
seen. K
We shall give one more example of hypersurface in the classical Wiener
space of nonpositive Ricci curvature.
Proposition 4.8. Fix arbitrary 0<:< 12 and r # N such that
2r(( 12)&:)>1 and 2r:>1. Define
F(z)=|
1
0
|
1
0
(z(t)&z(t$))2r
|t&t$| 1+2r:
dt dt$.
Then F # W, &(R) and is nondegenerate. Moreover, if
a
2(2r&1)r
r(1&2:)[r(1&2:)+1]
, (4.9)
then the hypersurface S=[F=a] is of nonpositive Ricci curvature;
Ric(X, X )0 for every X # X(S).
Proof. It was seen by Airault and Malliavin [2] that F # W, &(R)
and by Fang [4] that F is nondegenerate.
Define lt, t$ # B* by (z, lt, t$)=z(t)&z(t$). Note then that
DF(z)=2r |
1
0
|
1
0
(z(t)&z(t$))2r&1
|t&t$| 1+r:
lt, t$ dt dt$, (4.10)
D2F(z)=2r(2r&1) |
1
0
|
1
0
(z(t)&z(t$))2r&2
|t&t$| 1+2r:
lt, t$ lt, t$ dt dt$, (4.11)
$DF(z)=2rF&2r(2r&1) |
1
0
|
1
0
(z(t)&z(t$))2r&2
|t&t$| 1+2r:
|t&t$| dt dt$. (4.12)
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By (2.3) and (4.11), to see the nonpositivity of the Ricci curvature in the
case where a>0 enjoys (4.9), it suffices to show that
$DF0, +S -a.e.
To see this, mention that
|
1
0
|
1
0
(z(t)&z(t$))2r&2
|t&t$| 1+2r:
|t&t$| dt dt$
\|
1
0
|
1
0
|t&t$| r
|t&t$| 1+2r:
dt dt$+
1r
\|
1
0
|
1
0
(z(t)&z(t$))2r
|t&t$| 1+2r:
dt dt$+
(r&1)r
=\ 2r(1&2:)[r(1&2:)+1]+
1r
\|
1
0
|
1
0
(z(t)&z(t$))2r
|t&t$| 1+2r:
dt dt$+
(r&1)r
.
Combining this with (4.12), one can easily conclude the desired
inequality. K
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